2016 LOURDES HILL COLLEGE YEAR 8 STATIONERY REQUIREMENTS

All items are in stock at LHC on Hawthorne

10 A4 128 Pg Exercise Books
7 A4 Display Folders (1 for Music)
1 MoPo Headset (from year 7 pack)
1 16GB USB
1 Mad Maths Ruler (from year 7)
1 Casio FX9860GAU Graphic Calculator (NEW)
1 Calculator Case (from year 7)
1 Compass (From year 7)
1 180o Protractor
1 Graph Book A4 48 Pg
1 Packet Sheet Protectors
1 10mm Quad Exercise Book (Japanese)
1 Red Document Wallet (Japanese)
12 Colour Coded Zipper Locker Bags
Blue, Black and Red Pens
1 Eraser
HB and 2B Pencils
1 Pencil Sharpener
1 Pencil Case
1 Glue Stick
1 Correction Tape
Highlighting Pens
1 Coloured Pencils
LHC Lanyard and Card Holder (from year 7)